Effective Complaint Management: The Key to a Competitive Edge for Medical Device Firms

By establishing strong complaint management processes, medical device firms can make continuous improvements in patient safety, regulatory compliance and customer satisfaction.

Executive Summary
Patient safety, regulatory compliance and customer satisfaction are the top objectives for every medical device company. And as manufacturers are well aware, meeting these requirements is not a one-time effort but one that requires continuous improvement every year. A rigorous approach to complaint management is key to accomplishing these goals; unfortunately, medical device firms face multiple challenges when it comes to complaint management, particularly when it comes to obtaining sufficient data (see Figure 1).

Complaint Management Challenges

- Obtaining sufficient details about the event internally
- Obtaining sufficient details about the event from user
- Obtaining the device from the customer
- Obtaining commitments from others
- Having sufficient resources
- Employee ability to use the process
- Timeliness of complaint registration


Figure 1
Medical device firms ranked the challenges they face when it comes to meeting 21 CFR 820.198 requirements, on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being low difficulty and 5 being high difficulty.

This paper looks at the industry pressures faced by medical device firms, what makes the medical device complaint management process unique, common causes for complaint management failures and the type of complaint management solution needed to meet the unique requirements of the medical device industry.

Industry Pressures

The medical devices industry is highly regulated, with companies in this industry receiving marketing approvals for their products only after stringent evaluation of clinical trial data. Product quality is of supreme importance, and device companies spend enormous resources – in time, personnel and money -- to implement high-quality systems that comply with regulatory guidelines. In spite of the best efforts of device manufacturers and regulatory bodies, however, it is almost impossible for them to develop products that do not result in complaints, adverse events or a need for repairs. There are various reasons, the main being that emerging industry dynamics have put quality management under severe pressure. The race to reduce time to market, cost burden and consolidation in the industry, all have been major contributors to this pressure.

At the far end of the product quality spectrum, the words “product recall” strike fear in the hearts of medical device manufacturers, and rightly so, as the impact of a recall can include financial loss, stock price declines, tarnishing of the brand image, lawsuits and questioning of patient safety. While a recall (either voluntary or mandated by a regulatory authority) is the ultimate manifestation of a product failure, it is usually the result of a series of failures during the manufacturing process, the documentation phase, the corrective and protective action (CAPA) system or a user-related issue. Of course, not all recalls relate to a life-threatening scenario, and it is nearly impossible to prevent them completely.

However, medical device manufacturers can reduce the number of observations (e.g., the U.S. FDA Form 483) they could receive during regulatory audits. According to the Food & Drug Administration, complaint management procedures were the second biggest reason for Form 483 observations being issued to device makers in 2012. In fact, medical device companies have received 259 citations related to complaint procedures in this year alone. Additionally, some of the significant inconsistencies that the FDA has identified in companies relate to complaint-handling processes, and the majority of warning letters also point in the same direction.

Complaint and Repair in the MD Industry

To some extent, the complaint and repair process in the medical device industry is similar to the consumer goods industry; however it has its unique requirements. Medical devices are approved for marketing based on the risk they pose to patients if they fail. This risk stratification is unique to the industry and highlights the importance of applying post-marketing surveillance, both to report incidents of serious injury or death caused by device malfunctions and also to identify product issues that are likely to cause serious adverse events.


Other medical device-specific requirements are that all product complaints must be recorded and properly investigated before they are closed. Regulatory affairs teams need access to information related to the complaint and past trends on similar complaints before they can make a decision on whether to report, whom to report to (regulatory agencies) and how to report (type of report.) If a complaint is non-reportable, suitable justifications must be provided in the complaint file to support that assertion.

Medical Devices have a life cycle. Complaint and investigation files must be maintained for a period equal to the expected life of the device but never less than two years from the date the manufacturer releases the device for commercial distribution.

The typical process for product complaints that require an investigation is shown in Figure 2.

In response, major medical device regulatory agencies globally have clarified their mandate by requiring the following from manufacturers:

- Maintain complaint files.
- Maintain and update a CAPA process.
- Maintain a record of all customer complaint investigations.
- Report adverse events.
Regulatory agencies are very stringent about these requirements and can select any complaint or customer interaction during the audit process to check how it was managed throughout the lifecycle. Despite their best efforts, achieving these objectives is a big challenge complicated further by human errors, complexity of global regulatory requirements and inadequate data visibility.

**Typical Process for Complaints requiring an Investigation**

1. **Customer**
   - Calls and Reports a Complaint

2. **Call Center Executive (CCE)**
   - Captures interaction details
   - Checks if product is marked for recall/field action
   - Creates a product complaint

3. **Regulatory Affairs Executive (RAE)**
   - Gathers additional information (if required)
   - Checks if event is reportable
   - Identifies countries where it is reportable
   - Identifies type of reports that need to be filled
   - Submits for approval

4. **Regulatory Affairs Manager (RAM)**
   - Checks report ability and determination
   - Approves the request

5. **Failure Analysis Lab Engineer**
   - Completes investigation activities on actual product/sample/review of batch records/DHR etc.

6. **RAE**
   - Creates regulatory reports and sends to RAM for approval

7. **RAE**
   - Approves the report and submits to the concerned regulatory authorities

8. **Regulatory Affairs Manager (RAM)**
   - Checks for completion of mandatory activities

9. **Regulatory Affairs Manager (RAM)**
   - Closes complaint and informs customer and Account PoC

**Causes for Complaint Management Failures**

- Failure to adequately investigate root cause.
- Failure to close complaints in a timely manner.
- Failure to recognize all sources of complaints.
- Failure to report adverse events.
- Failure to establish the effectiveness of correction actions.
- Poor documentation of activities and decisions.
- Poor (or nonexistent) follow-up with complainant.
- Failure to communicate with management and across departments/divisions.

While the causes are known, it is also important to understand the contributing reasons so that appropriate remedial actions can be taken. These include:

**Inefficient paper-based systems**

The paper-based system for capturing and tracking complaints and repair requests makes management extremely difficult, as it is prone to human error. Thankfully, few companies rely completely on such systems; however, manual processes still exist in small pockets within the industry.
Lack of written SOPs

Standard operating procedures (SOPs) are critical for an efficient CM system. SOPs provide a common definition of various CM terminologies, identify process owners, define responsibilities, and identify standard processes, escalation mechanism and timelines that are in line with regulatory requirements and a company’s quality management system. The absence of any of these attributes introduces ambiguity and subjectivity, which can result in the failure of the system to receive, review and evaluate complaints.

Insufficiently trained resources

Complaint management is a specialized field that requires thorough knowledge of regulatory requirements, timeliness, the appropriate report to be used, where to report, who to report to, etc. The skills required often vary from one product category to another within the same company. Few medical device companies have an ongoing training program to keep their regulatory affairs resources abreast with new developments.

Inefficient complaint-handling processes could arise from improper process definition or the inability to determine whether a complaint should trigger the regulatory reporting process.

Poor understanding of global regulatory requirements

Global regulatory requirements are continuously improving. Keeping track of these changes is difficult enough; understanding them is an even bigger challenge. Most medical device manufacturers market their devices globally, thereby bringing them under the scrutiny of multiple regulatory bodies (FDA, MDD, MHRA, PMDA, etc.), each with their own mandates. This amplifies the complexity of reportability determination multifold.

Poor visibility of the complaint throughout the lifecycle

Managing a complaint often involves multiple stakeholders, including service desk personnel, the regulatory affairs team, field service engineers, investigation labs (in-house, third-party, OEM), the disinfection lab, the customer, the supply chain, regulatory bodies, etc. This complex process involves multiple hand-offs, back and forth, from one stakeholder to another. Keeping track of the complaint from the “date of awareness” until it is “closed” becomes an arduous task if the system is not supportive.

It becomes increasingly important to understand the regulatory guidelines and have visibility into the actual status of a complaint for reportable complaints as the “regulatory clock” starts ticking from the “date of awareness.”

What the Industry Needs

The unique needs of the medical device industry justify a solution that meets these requirements. The medical device industry requires a holistic approach of managing complaints that provides the following:

A well-defined and harmonized complaint management process:
- Common definitions and explanation of complaint management terminologies.
- A complaint handling process that is harmonized across various divisions and Bus.
- Well-defined SOPs.
- A governance structure with workflows for managing approvals and escalations.

Properly qualified, dedicated trained resources who can make decisions on:
- Who to report to.
- When not to report a complaint and how to support that decision.
- Closing a complaint.
- Upgrade / down grade / classify customer interactions.

Robust post marketing surveillance mechanism and the ability to meet the fundamental objectives of medical device manufacturers, including:
- Support for harmonized processes.
- The ability to capture customer feedback from all sources and classify the interaction.
- The ability to maintain complaint and investigation records.
- Support determination of reportability.
- The ability to manage complaints throughout the lifecycle.
- Quick resolution by accessing a knowledge base and CAPA records.
• Support for reporting on KPIs to key stakeholders.
• Incorporation of the FDA’s proposed rule for Unique Device Identifiers.
• Incorporation of an audit trail and e-signature capability.

Medical device companies should evaluate available solutions for their flexibility, implementation time, regulatory compliance, TCO and -- most importantly -- fit with the medical device industry.

Cognizant’s Point of View

We believe that any solution in this area has to be specifically designed for the medical device industry and should offer an integrated view of the customer for sales, service and complaint handling activities. The medical device industry’s needs are not only unique but also dynamic. We propose a solution that is flexible, scalable and configurable and that reduces the complexities typically associated with development from scratch. Cloud-based solutions, in addition to lower infrastructure and maintenance costs, will enable manufacturers to focus on key activities to achieve enhanced customer reach, improve customer satisfaction and ensure the regulatory compliance that is so critical for the medical device industry.

Cognizant offers MedVantage, an integrated sales, service and complaint handling business cloud solution that drives enhanced customer reach, improves customer satisfaction and ensures regulatory compliance specifically for the medical device industry. MedVantage is a validated system, with a complete audit trail and e-signature facility. The audit trail feature captures the reason for changes, along with the “who” and “when” content of field changes. MedVantage enables organizations to:

Capture complaints from multiple channels: Complaints can come from any source, and since regulatory agencies have put the onus of capturing complaints on the manufacturer, the system should not restrict complaint capture from select sources. MedVantage can seamlessly integrate customer interactions from various channels, such as telephone, e-mail, the Web (partner portals) and even remote capture directly from devices to enable efficient management of service requests and product complaints.

Ensure regulatory compliance: All events in which a manufacturer’s device contributes to death or serious injury must be reported within a specified timeline. The process involves multiple decision points and compliance with regulatory deadlines. MedVantage offers a simple platform to track submission dates, determine reportability using customized decision trees, support regulatory report preparation, and enable e-submission.

Comprehensive visibility of the complaint: Manufacturers receive numerous complaints globally, and the complexity increases multifold if they have a global presence. Keeping track of the complaint, its exact status, current owners, actions necessary for the next level – all of these are important aspects that enhance the visibility of a complaint until its closure. MedVantage offers role-based access, configurable workflows and a system that alerts users on current activities and provides complete visibility of repair requests and complaints throughout the lifecycle. Graphical representation of the current status and a countdown clock provides enhanced visibility of each and individual complaint.

Harness collective intelligence: Individuals involved in the complaint management process are likely to face challenges in selecting among available options necessary for taking the complaint to the next level. MedVantage helps address this by leveraging the collective intelligence available within the organization. It has a collaboration platform (chat, e-mail) coupled with easy access to a database of solutions to similar problems.

Looking Ahead

Going forward, the success of a complaint management system must be measured and monitored regularly on key parameters, such as:

• Trends of Complaints against Products
• Regulatory Reports due in the next 10 days - by country
• Month wise reportable complaints - by product
• Number of closed complaints in a month
• Number of reopened complaints - by product/region
• Number of complaints missing reporting deadline - by country
• Number of complaints that are not reportable
Considering the wide-ranging impact of an inefficient complaint management system, the time has come for medical device manufacturers to make the adequate investment in this area, which for a long time has not received the attention it deserves.
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